
Dear parents,  

  

Firstly, I'd like to thank all of you for the very generous donations to the PTA bun sale - 

we had a great haul of buns from Class 4 and the event was a tremendous success. 

Thank you!  

  

Homework update - The homework this week follows the standard pattern of spelling 

practice (for Friday's test), a Maths sheet (to hand in on Tuesday) and reading (three 

parent signatures to show the home reading and discussion per week - I check these on 

Thursdays). 

  

This week in Maths we have been practising our skills with column addition and 

subtraction, including exchanges. We have also been examining how we can use the 

inverse operation in order to check our workings with these operations.  

  

In English, we have been completing spelling work on the short /i/ sound (e.g. typical, 

rhythm etc.) and we have been note-taking and writing historical reports on the Anglo-

Saxons which will feed into our final two-page spreads which we shall complete next 

week. As part of this work, we've also been learning about illuminated letters and have 

been designing a font in this style to emulate the Anglo-Saxons.  

  

In Science we have completed a practical investigation into the properties of 

transparency - using light meters to test predictions of whether materials were opaque, 

transparent or translucent. We shall return to this investigation next week to explore 

these ideas further.  

  

We also had a visitor for our PSHE lesson this week to discuss hygiene, germs and 

vaccines - the children were very knowledgeable about this topic, perhaps unsurprisingly 

given the last couple of years we've had.  

  

Aside from computing, Italian (Year 5), child-led assemblies, music, RE and PE....we didn't 

do much else.......except become VIKINGS for the day today! What a brilliant way to 

round off an excellent, busy week. I shall be uploading the photos to Tapestry shortly so 

please look out for those.  

  

Take care and stay safe,  

Mr Sturgess   
 


